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Abstract
Introduction: Revision of the traditional teaching methods as well as employment of
modern and active learning method through educational systems is tangible. Application of
such methods are quite common in different scientific areas. Therefore, performing modern
educational approaches such as self-directed and long-life learning such as Guided Discovery
Learning (GDL) is a step toward the student-centered strategy. This study was carried out to
compare the effectiveness of two teaching methods including lecture and GDL on the
learning and satisfaction of nursing students.
Methods: This semi-experimental study was conducted on all nursing students (BSc. degree)
at Shiraz school of nursing and midwifery (n=38). They selected "the principles and skills of
nursing concepts course" for the first time. Based on demographic information, students were
divided into two homogenous groups. Five 2-hour sessions of "the principles and skills of
nursing concepts course" were organized with lecture method for the control group. Five 2hour sessions of "the principles and skills of nursing concepts course" were organized with
GDL method using a study guide for the case group. The satisfaction was assessed using a
valid and reliable Likert scale questionnaire. Data was analyzed by t-test, paired t test, Chisquare and Man-Whitney statistical tests using SPSS 15.
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Results: Although there was no significant difference between two groups learning scores,
the mean score of the case group was significantly higher than control group in analysis,
synthesis and evaluation cognitive levels (P<0.001). The total satisfaction mean score and
satisfaction in areas of “interest” and “encouragement to participation in learning” of the
case group was significantly higher than control group (P<0.001).
Conclusion: The higher level of learning in higher cognitive level and the preference of the
students to GDL compared to lecture indicates their attention to active more modern learning
methods. Student-centered learning methods by reinforcing the sense of group participation among
the students motivate them to further study and enhance learning in higher levels of cognition.
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Introduction:

However, Heywood concluded that although GDL
method and discovery techniques did not
significantly increase the test results of students
compared with expository methods, they created a
better learning setting in which the students showed
more motivation and inceptive for learning (10).
In spite of conflicting results between the two
afore-mentioned learning methods reported in
different studies from various cultures and
educational backgrounds, further studies in this field
is necessary. The present study was carried out to
compare the effectiveness of teaching by GDL
method with lecture method on the level of learning
and satisfaction of nursing students.

Development of effective teaching and learning
methods is one of the inexhaustible missions of
nursing instructors toward encouraging the
development of educational-care systems. Providing
quality healthcare with the aim of maintaining and
improving the health of the people in community
will be possible when nursing graduates are able to
update their knowledge and expertise according to
ever-increasing
development
of
medical
knowledge, steadily increase of the complexities in
clinical settings, the rapidly changing needs of
community and technological growth (1,2). When
encountered with new circumstances in the clinical
settings, the graduates have to make critical
decisions in order to provide systematic healthcare
and also to solve the problems of the health seekers.
Therefore, it is necessary to improve such skills as
problem-solving, decision making, critical thinking,
creative thinking and interpersonal relationship as
educational needs of nursing (3). Evidence shows
that applying student-centered approaches are more
effective than teacher-centered ones for improving
the above-mentioned skills (4,5).
On the other hand, the necessity for the revision
of traditional teaching methods and employing
modern, active, student-centered approaches is felt
by educational institutions. The application of such
approaches has become common for teaching
sciences including medical science. Furthermore,
optimal adult learning occurs when it is self-directed
and lifelong. One of the student-centered teaching
methods is based on Guided Discovery Learning
(GDL). One of the features used for the design of
GDL and preparation of its study guide is its
problem-based characteristic. In another word, this
method like Problem-Based Learning (PBL) tries to
form learning around a problem.
MCdonald reported GSL as a suitable strategy
for the improvement of interpersonal partnership,
team working, transfer of knowledge, arriving at a
consensus, application of interactive processes and
creating collaborative atmosphere among students,
constant communication, active listening skills,
social communication and empathy (8). Comparing
lecture and GDL Yadav found that there was a
significant difference between the GDL-basedtrained group and lecture-based-trained group
regarding achievement of learning objectives (9).
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Methods:
In this semi-experimental study – non-equivalent
group pretest posttest design (NEGD)-the research
population included entire nursing students at
Fatemeh (P.B.U.H) School of Nursing and
Midwifery Shiraz-Iran enrolled in the first semester
of educational year 2011-2012. Inclusion criteria
were: 1) selecting "Nursing Fundamental
Concepts" course for the first time, and 2) tendency
to participate.
Prior to the class start demographic variables
including age, sex, high school diploma average,
and dormitory residency were extracted from
educational record of the participating students. To
avoid multiple group threat which might influence
internal validity on one hand and having equivalent
groups on the other, the class was divided into two
match groups based on the above mentioned
variables. To better match the groups and also for
upcoming comparisons needed between the groups
pretest was given to the students. Before starting the
program, the selected group for GDL was briefed
on the method instead of receiving lesson plans.
Both the case and control groups were
separately taught the topics for "Nursing
Fundamental Concepts" using GDL (Case group)
and lecture (Control group) methods by the
instructors of the course. Both group shared the
same topic including vital signs, oxygen therapy,
infection prevention and control and types of
wounds. In the first session of the case group, there
was a briefing on GDL, introduction of the course,
goals, teaching methodology and evaluation. In this
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group, before any other sessions, the students were
provided with related study guides. Therefore, the
students were informed of the required student
activity along with short explanations noted in the
guide as well as related resources. Hence, students
were supposed to be ready for the following
session. Study guides were prepared for the topics
to be taught in the class and were handed out. The
study guides mostly focused on content, learning
management and somewhat on the activities by the
students.
Considering the objectives of the topic materials
for each session, the instructor started the class by
providing a scenario or a problem at the beginning.
Next, the students started to discuss about the
scenario or the problem. Then questions and
hypotheses were discussed and the instructor as a
learning facilitator prevented the diversion of the
debates and guided the learners to self-directed
learning. The instructor attempted to engage all the
students in the debates about the hypotheses and
discussions. It aimed to develop and improve
interpersonal communication between the students.
At the end of the class, a whiteboard was used to
conclude the subjects discussed over; and
ultimately, to attain the suitable answer, or in other
words, the objectives of the session.
In the control group, after handing out the
lesson plans, the topics were taught by lecture
method using video projector (PPT), whiteboard
and overhead.
At first, topics were lectured for the control
group. At the end of the course, they were
evaluated (posttest). Later on, the course was
presented for the case group and then they were
evaluated (posttest). In the next step, study guides
were collected then the learning level of the students
in both groups was similarly assessed by multiple
choice questions (MCQ) with content and cognitive
level. The test was validated by the faculty
members of the school (expert group). The
reliability of the test was determined by parallelForms. Since there was the same instructor for
teaching both methods, and there was the possibility
of bias in evaluation, the posttest was given in
written form and by MCQ in order to avoid the
opinions of the corrector on the results.
The tool for assessing the satisfaction of students
was a questionnaire composed of 23 questions in 4
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domains: 1) creating interest and encouraging
participation in learning (10 items), 2) respecting
principles and regulations of teaching and learning
(6 items), 3) skills and proficiency of the instructor
for teaching (4 items), and 4) Test and evaluation (3
items). Responses to each item included a 5-point
Likert scale ranging from very dissatisfied (1-score)
to very satisfied (5-score). To study the validation
of the questionnaire and to determine its reliability,
content validation and re-test method were used
respectively. To prepare the questionnaire, the
researchers used well-known scientific resources in
the field of teaching methodologies and education as
well as consulting the experts.
Satisfaction assessment questionnaires were
filled out by the students of both groups after
posttest. The acceptable satisfaction score of this
study was ≥60. Dissatisfaction is applied to scores
less than 60.
The collected data was analyzed using statistical
tests including independent t-test and paired t-test.
The level of significance was considered 0.05.
Data was analyzed by t-test, paired t test, Chisquare and Man-Whitney statistical tests using
SPSS 15.

Results:
There were 16 male (42.1%) and 22 female
(57.9%) students. The mean age was 19.26±1.14
years old and the average score of the students for
the "Fundamental of Nursing Concepts" was
17.56±1.86 at the end of semester.
The mean score of the students for their learning
level by lecture was 12.8±1.62 (from 20 score)
while it was 14.68±2.008 by GDL. Although the
average score in case group was more than the
control group, there was not a significant different
statistically. However, the average score of the
students in the two groups for cognitive levels
proved to be statistically different (P<0.001). In
other words, the students in the case group scored
higher in levels of analysis, synthesis and
evaluation.
The mean score for total satisfaction by lecture
method was 65.05±13.56 (from 100 scores) and
for the GDL method was 79.52±11.54. There was
a statistically significant difference between the
groups (P<0.001).
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Table 1. Comparison of learning score and the satisfaction of students in case and control group
Groups
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Lecture (Control)
GDL (Case)
P-Value

Mean Score and Standard Deviation of
learning criteria
12.80±1.62
14.68±2.008
0.004

Comparison of the groups from different
domains showed that: 1) in the domain of creating
interest and encouraging participation in learning,
the mean score of GDL (35.021) was significantly
higher than the lecture method with mean score of
24.68 (P<0.001), 2) in the domain of respecting
principles and regulations of teaching and learning,
the GDL method with mean score of 18.31±4.79
higher than the lecture method, 3) in the domain of
skills and proficiency of the instructor for teaching,
the GDL method (16.42±2.29) obtained higher
mean score than lecture method (14.36±4.03), and
finally 4) in the domain of test and evaluation the
mean score of GDL and lecture methods were
7.73±2.35 and 7.68±2.78, respectively.

Conclusion:
The findings of the study showed that the total
score of GDL was more than the lecture method,
although it was not statistically significant.
However, statistically significant difference was
observed in higher levels of cognition in GDL
group compared to lecture group. Our findings are
matched with the results of a study by Newsome
and Tillman. They reported that there was no
significant difference between GDL and lecture
groups regarding knowledge of memorizing level
while the score of GDL group for problem solving
was significantly higher than the lecture group.
They concluded that both the methods are similar
memorizing knowledge, but were different for
teaching problem solving skills (11).
Moreover, Summerlee and Murray found out
that the mean score for performance in the method
based on GDL was significantly higher than the
lecture-based method. They also reported that GDL
was not only effective for learning at knowledge
level but also for performance improvement and
participation improvement of students in learning
(12). Meany and Vicky conducted a research on
GDL-based learning in organic chemistry found
that it was more effective for the improvement of
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Mean Score and Standard Deviation
of higher levels of cognition (problem
solving)
5.05±1.30
8.21±1.18
0.001

Mean Score and Standard
Deviation of satisfaction criteria
65.05±13.56
79.52±11.54
0.001

power of perception, the ability for problem
solving, and memorizing topics by students.
In the present study, the comparison of students'
satisfaction showed that satisfaction obtained by
GDL method was significantly higher than the
lecture-based method. Furthermore, satisfaction of
students in different domain showed that in the
domain of creating interest and encouraging
participation in learning, the mean score of GDL
was significantly higher than the lecture method
(P<0.001). Alfieri et al in a meta-analysis research
aimed to study the effectiveness of GDL-based
teaching on GDL reported that students were more
satisfied with GDL (14). The findings were
consistent with the results of McDonald study in
2011. In his study, 42% of the students believed
that progress in discovery learning from one stage
to another does not need previous knowledge.
Moreover, 52% of the students believed that
information sharing was effective on learning.
Sixty-three percent of the students declared that
constant communication and active listening skills
in discovery learning were quite effective for
creating a learning atmosphere. He pointed out that
discovery learning improved interpersonal
partnership, team working, transfer of knowledge,
arriving at a consensus, application of interactive
processes and creating collaborative atmosphere
among students, improvement of constant
communication (8). It could be said that
participation and interaction are among the most
important factors for the progress in learning. This
is consistent with the present study. Moreover,
Heywood in an attempt to compare GDL and
expository methods for applied psychology
indicated that although the students taught based on
GDL got lower mean score than their peers on the
expository method, they experienced a better and
more effective educational environment affecting
their creativity and motivation. Moreover, more
privileged students benefited more from GDL while
the less privileged ones benefited more from the
expository method (10).
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Although no significant difference was observed
between the groups regarding knowledge learning
in the present study, there was a significant
difference regarding the questions assessing higher
levels of cognition and the abilities for solving
problems. This may be an emphasis on skills such
as problem solving and decision-making as
educational needs in active learning and studentcentered teaching methods.
Moreover, higher satisfaction score reported for
GDL method in our study may imply that it is
necessary to reconsider the traditional teaching
methods and substituting them by modern studentcentered methods.
There were some limitations in the present
study. One of the most important limitation was
lack of students' personal skills including critical
thinking, participation and decision-making in the
GDL group. Another limitation was the small
sample size of the study and just focus on nursing
students. This limits the generalization of the
results. On the other hand, the students in both
groups were at the same school and an interaction
between them was inevitable. For the future
studies, it is suggested to study groups with more
samples and in a longer period.
Using active learning approaches like GDL
compared to the traditional methods is more
effective for the improvement of problem-solving,
decision-making, critical thinking, creative thinking
and interpersonal skills. It leads to a higher
students' satisfaction, accelerating learning process,
constant learning and critical learning.
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اثربخشی یادگیری اکتشافی هدایت شده بر سطح یادگیری و رضایتمندی دانشجویان
پرستاری
 3مربی ،گروه پرستاری 9 ،دانشیار ،گروه پزشکی اجتماعی ،مرکز تحقیقات ارتقا کیفیت آموزش ،دانشگاه علوم پزشکی شیراز ،شیراز ،ایران 1 .متخصص ارتوپدی،
دانشگاه علوم پزشکی شهیدبهشتی ،تهران ،ایران 4 .دکترا ،گروه آموزش بهداشت ،دانشگاه علوم پزشکی زاهدان ،زاهدان ،ایران.
مجله پزشکی هرمزگان سال هجدهم شماره ششم  39صفحات 634-634

چکیده
مقدمه :لزوم تجدیدنظر در روشهای سنتی تدریس و استفاده از روشهای نوین و فعال یادگیری از سوی سیستمهای
ال ملموس و کاربرد این روشها در علوم مختلف متداول گردیده است .لذا اجرای شیوههای نوین آموزشی خود
آموزشی کام ً
هدایت شونده و مادامالعمر مانند یادگیری اکتشافی هدایت شده گامی به سمت استراتژی دانشجو محور میباشد .این پژوهش با
هدف مقایسه اثربخشی دو روش آموزشی سخنرانی و اکتشافی هدایت شده بر سطح یادگیری و رضایت دانشجویان
پرستاری طراحی و اجرا گردید.

روش

کار :این پژوهش نیمهتجربی بر روی کلیه دانشجویان کارشناسی پرستاری نیمسال دوم ( 19نفر) دانشکده پرستاری

و مامایی شیراز که درس اصول و فنون مفاهیم پرستاری را برای اولین بار انتخاب نموده بودند ،صورت گرفت .دانشجویان بر
اساس مشخصات دموگرافیك به دو گروه همسان تقسیم شدند و پنج جلسه دو ساعته از درس اصول و فنون مفاهیم
پرستاری به گروه کنترل با روش سخنرانی و گروه آزمون با روش  GDLو همراه با استفاده از ابزار راهنمای مطالعه ،ارائه
گردید .سپس از گروه آزمون چهارگزینهای با محتوا و سطوح شناختی مشابه ،به عمل آمد .تجزیه و تحلیل دادهها با نرمافزار
 SPSSو آزمونهای آماری  Tمستقل و زوجی ،کای اسکور و من ویتنی انجام شد.

نتایج :نتایج این مطالعه نشان داد که هرچند تفاوت میانگین نمره سطح یادگیری دانشجویان در روش سخنرانی

()3/29±39/9در مقایسه با روش اکتشافی هدایت شده ( )34/29±9/119تفاوت معنیدار آماری نداشت اما نمره یادگیری در

سطوح شناختی مختلف به خصوص مهارت حل مسئله به طور معنیداری در گروه روش اکتشافی هدایت شده ()9/93±3/39
بیشتر از گروه سخنرانی ( )0/10±3/11بود ( .)P<1/113همچنین سطح رضایتمندی دانشجویان در گروه آزمون با تفاوت

نویسنده مسئول:

آماری معنیدار ،بیشتر از گروه کنترل بود (.)P<1/113

مرکز تحقیقات ارتقا کیفیت آموزش،

نتیجهگیری :استفاده از رویکردهای فعال یادگیری نظیر روش اکتشافی در مقایسه با شیوههای سنتی در بهبود مهارتهای

دکتر میترا امینی
دانشگاه علوم پزشکی شیراز
شیراز  -ایران
تلفن+79 7391319719 :
پست الکترونیکی:
mitraamini51@yahoo.com

حل مسئله ،تصمیمگیری ،تفکر نقادانه ،تفکر خالق و ارتباط بین فردی مؤثرتر است و منجر به افزایش میزان رضایتمندی
دانشجویان ،تسریع در امر یادگیری و تداوم یادگیری میگردد.
کلیدواژهها :یادگیری  -رضایتمندی  -دانشجویان پرستاری

نوع مقاله :پژوهشی
دریافت مقاله 38/7/81 :اصالح نهایی 38/88/52 :پذیرش مقاله38/85/59 :
ارجاع :مأکوالتی ناهید ،امینی میترا ،رئیسی حمیده ،یزدانی شهرام ،رزاقی عبدالواحد .اثربخشی یادگیری اکتشافی هدایت شده بر سطح یادگیری و رضایتمندی دانشجویان پرستاری .مجله پزشکی
هرمزگان 8939؛.634-634:)4(81
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